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Once Upon A Prince Rachel Hauck
A career-spanning anthology of essays on politics and culture by the best-selling author
of The Flamethrowers includes entries discussing a Palestinian refugee camp, an illegal
Baja Peninsula motorcycle race, and the 1970s Fiat factory wildcat strikes.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding Dress comes a new
captivating novel of secrets, romance, and two women bound together across time by a
shared dream. Tenley Roth’s first book was a runaway bestseller. Now that her second
book is due, she’s locked in fear. Can she repeat her earlier success or is she a fraud
who has run out of inspiration? With pressure mounting from her publisher, Tenley is
weighted with writer’s block. But when her estranged mother calls asking Tenley to
help her through chemotherapy, she packs up for Florida where she meets handsome
furniture designer Jonas Sullivan and discovers the story her heart’s been missing. A
century earlier, another woman wrote at the same desk with hopes and fears of her
own. Born during the Gilded Age, Birdie Shehorn is the daughter of the old money
Knickerbockers. Under the strict control of her mother, her every move is decided
ahead of time, even whom she’ll marry. But Birdie has dreams she doesn’t know how
to realize. She wants to tell stories, write novels, make an impact on the world. When
she discovers her mother has taken extreme measures to manipulate her future, she
must choose between submission and security or forging a brand new way all on her
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own. Tenley and Birdie are from two very different worlds, but fate has bound them
together in a way time cannot erase.
Five strangers get the chance to rewrite their stories… Executive assistant Lexa is eager
for a much-deserved promotion, but her boss is determined to keep her
underemployed. Literature professor Jett is dealing with a broken heart, as well as a
nagging suspicion his literary idol, Gordon Phipps Roth, might be a fraud. Uber driver
Chuck just wants a second chance with his kids. Aging widower Ed is eager to write the
true story of his incredible marriage. Coral, queen of the cosmetics industry, has broken
her engagement and is on the verge of losing her great grandmother’s multimilliondollar empire. When all five New Yorkers receive an anonymous, mysterious invitation
to the Fifth Avenue Story Society, they suspect they’re victims of a practical joke. No
one knows who sent the invitations or why. No one has heard of the literary society.
And no one is prepared to reveal their deepest secrets to a roomful of strangers. Yet
curiosity and loneliness bring them back week after week to the old library. And it’s
there they discover the stories of their hearts, and the kind of friendship and love that
heals their souls. “This captivating story full of heart, soul, and humor kept me turning
pages until midnight to finish it. Rachel weaves the perfect amount of tension and
opens possibilities to keep the reader pondering long after the story is over. I loved it!”
—Francine Rivers, New York Times bestselling author “Rachel Hauck’s flair for inviting
prose and well-drawn characters shines in this delightful story about searching for hope
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and healing within the most unexpected circle of people. Finely tuned themes of love,
self-authenticity and discovering the benevolent hand of providence make this one
sweet gem of a book.” —Susan Meissner, bestselling author of The Last Year of the
War Sweet, contemporary standalone Book length: approximately 100,000 words
Includes discussion questions for book clubs
Once Upon a PrinceZondervan
Now Available in One Volume - The Royal Wedding Collection by Rachel Hauck Once
Upon a Prince A royal prince. An ordinary girl. An extraordinary royal wedding. Princess
Ever After Regina Beswick was born to be a princess. But she’s content to be a smalltown girl, running a classic auto restoration shop, unaware a secret destiny awaits her.
How to Catch a Prince An American heiress and a crown prince seem destined to be
together. Will the devastation of war keep them apart forever?
Regina Beswick doesn’t know she was born to be a princess. The second book in the
Royal Wedding series from New York Times bestselling author Rachel Hauck! Regina
Beswick is content to be a small-town girl, running a classic auto restoration shop,
unaware a secret destiny awaits her. One that will leap from the pages of her
grandmother’s hand-painted book of fairytales. Tanner Burkhardt is the stoic Minister
of Culture for the Grand Duchy of Hessenberg. When he is tasked to retrieve the longlost princess, he must overcome his fear of failure in order to secure his nation’s
future—and his own. Yet lurking in the political shadows is a fierce opponent with sinister
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plans to abolish the throne forever. Overwhelmed with opposition, Regina must decide
if she’s destined to restore old cars or an ancient nation. Together—with a little divine
intervention—Regina and Tanner discover the truth of her heritage and the healing
power of true love. “Hauck can be counted on for captivating, page-turning stories and
sincere characters with heart.” —RT Book Reviews, 4 stars
Dreaming of a magical world? Your wish is our command! These sixteen fairytale
retellings from bestselling authors will sweep you away into enchanted lands where
wishes have the power to change lives. With wistful twists on Cinderella, Snow White,
Sleeping Beauty, and more, you'll be enthralled by these all-new tales. Just be careful
what you wish for... INCLUDES: The Dust Wish - Alethea Kontis A prince attempting to
win the hand of a princess is helped by an enthusiastic boy, a snarky maid, and a wishgranting dust bunny. Ashes to Ashes - Phaedra Weldon Bounty Hunter Cynder's latest
job is to hunt down a Djinn who refuses to fulfill his third wish. Not quite believing in
such things as Wish Givers (especially Fairy Godmothers), Cynder's world capsizes
when she discovers what that third wish is all about. Wallina - Nikki Jefford A beautiful
orphan is adopted then imprisoned by marriage-minded trolls, sorcerers, and faeries in
this magical adventure. Wicked Winds - Kasey Mackenzie Dorrie Gale's been a ball of
anxiety since her mother was ripped away from her arms by a Kansas twister, never to
be seen again. When wicked winds return over a decade later only to sweep her away,
Dorrie's forced to believe that her mother's storybook tales are actually true. The Fairest
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Shop of Them All - Shawntelle Madison A tyrannical duchess makes a dark wish, for
her to have the fairest hat shop of them all, but an orphan shopkeeper with mystical
goods stands in her way. Immortal Wish - Colleen Gleason Lyla Harris lives at the
bottom of the Sea in the city of Atlantis…but she knows there’s something else up there.
When she makes a wish to learn more, a whole new world opens up for her. Unseen Christine Pope After the end of the world, an invisible benefactor comes to Janna
Sayers’ aid. But will her curiosity about her mysterious guardian be her undoing? First
Snow - Alexia Purdy In the dead of winter, Jonna is saved from the cold by an unlikely
ally. She's determined to rescue her family from the clutches of an ancient witch who
rules the desolate frost lands and turns trespassers into statues of ice. The Dreamer’s
Curse - Rachel Morgan When a wish bargain with the Godmother goes wrong, Cress
winds up cursed to an eternal slumber. But a potion that gives her the ability to travel
through dreams may be the key to her escape. The Lady of the Lake - Julia Crane
What would an otherworldly creature want more than anything? To be mortal, of
course. The Lady of the Lake might have bitten off more than she could chew. The
Wishing Thorn - Jamie Ferguson Leah never believed in her Irish grandmother’s
stories about trees granting wishes, but after having her life turned upside-down, she
decided to see if the stories were real after all. She chose to make her wish of a
blackthorn: the tree of warfare and ill omens, and the keeper of dark secrets... Woven
from Pure Starlight - Jenna Elizabeth Johnson Caitlin’s glamour-infused hair has kept
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her from living a life of her own since the death of her mother. When a stranger arrives
in the magical forest near her home, Caitlin gets a chance at friendship, love, and the
most important thing of all: freedom. Last Wish - C. Gockel Once upon a time there was
no death. Spirits walked among humans, and giant game sustained them. But as the
world changed, something worse than death came to the world. Heart of the Forest Anthea Sharp Pursuing an enchanted creature into a magical forest, a prince discovers
that his heart’s desire isn’t what he thought… Pin Oak’s Wish - Kay McSpadden Pin
Oaks knows her Grandmother Blue can grant wishes, but she’s never needed one until
now. It’s 1952, and the young mountain healer wants her grandmother to help her
become a real city woman—and to find her true love before he ships out for Korea. Wish
Upon a Straw - Devon Monk One magical gold spinner, one kingdom full of dragons...
KEYWORDS: Once Upon A Time, Fairytale Retellings, Rapunzel, Rumpelstiltskin,
Coyote, Arthurian Myths, Celtic Folklore, Historical Fantasy, Faeries, Fae, Elves,
Genies, Royalty, Short Story Anthology, Fantasy Anthology, Short Stories, Magic,
Enchantment
ElleÆs living the dreamùbut whose dream is it? Elle loves her life in Beaufort, South
Carolinaùsummer days on the sand bar, coastal bonfires, and dinners with friends,
sharing a lifetime of memories. SheÆs found her stride professionally as the owner of a
successful art gallery. Life is good. And sheÆs found love with handsome, confident
Jeremiah Franklin. But Jeremiah has accepted a large pastorate in a different state, so
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Elle turns her life upside down to take ôthe callö with him. When Jeremiah has a
change of heart, Elle is hurtùand her faith is shaken. New York lawyer and recent
widower Heath McCord imagines the lowcountry cottage heÆs rented for the summer
is the balm his grieving heart needs. That and time to connect with his little girl. HeÆs
unprepared to meet his beautiful landlord, Elle Garvy, or the love her friendship
awakens. But God has new blessings in store for the two grieving hearts. Can Elle trust
so soon after losing Jeremiah? Can Heath release the memory of his wife and love
again? Could love be as simple as trusting enough to take the first step?

The classic story of Rapunzel gets a fresh twist in this vibrant Indian spin on the
beloved fairy tale! Once upon a time, there was a girl with long, long hair, who
lived in a tall, tall tower... The classic tale of Rapunzel gets a fresh twist in this
third book of a brand-new board book series, Once Upon a World. With India as
the backdrop, and vibrant artwork from illustrator Archana Sreenivasan,
Rapunzel is still the same girl who lets down her beautiful hair—but she’s totally
reimagined. Once Upon a World offers a multicultural take on the fairy tales we
all know and love. Because these tales are for everyone, everywhere.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Henry Bright has newly returned to West Virginia from
the battlefields of the First World War. Griefstruck by the death of his young wife
and unsure of how to care for the infant son she left behind, Bright is soon
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confronted by the destruction of the only home he’s ever known. His hopes for
safety rest with the angel who has followed him to Appalachia from the trenches
of France and who now promises to protect him and his son. Haunted by the
abiding nightmare of his experiences in the war and shadowed by his dead
wife’s father, the Colonel, and his two brutal sons, Bright—along with his
newborn—makes his way through a ravaged landscape toward an uncertain
salvation. DON’T MISS THE EXCLUSIVE CONVERSATION BETWEEN JOSH
RITTER AND NEIL GAIMAN IN THE BACK OF THE BOOK.
Happily ever after begins today. The honor of your presence is requested at three
spring weddings . . . A March Bride by Rachel Hauck Susanna Truitt (Once Upon
a Prince) is three weeks from royalty. She’ll soon marry King Nathaniel II of
Brighton Kingdom. But when the government insists she renounce her American
citizenship before the wedding, coupled with the lack of involvement by family
and friends, Susanna’s heart begins to doubt whether this marriage is God's
plan for her. An April Bride by Lenora Worth Bride-to-be Stella Carson cannot
wait another day to marry soldier Marshall Henderson. But when Marshall returns
home to Louisiana, it becomes clear to them both that he is not the man he used
to be. With only weeks until the wedding, Stella and Marshall must choose
between a marriage built on the past and faith in long-ago love or a very different
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future than the one Stella imagined. A May Bride by Meg Moseley Ellie Martin, a
country girl living in Atlanta, has dreamed of a traditional wedding all her life, but
she’s missing a key ingredient to her plans for the future: a groom. Then Ellie
meets Gray Whitby—at a wedding of all places. But when Ellie jeopardizes her
own future for the sake of her sister, Gray feels like he'll always be second to
Ellie's family. Can Ellie and Gray find their own way together amidst the demands
and perceptions of others, or will their romance end before it has truly begun?
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken
comes a new story in her Mafia Royals series… One of the first rules they give
you when you're undercover—never fall for the enemy. I didn't just fall for the
enemy. I became what I was supposed to hate. What's worse: I fell in love with
one. I live a double life, and both sides know it's only a matter of time before I'm
forced to choose. Rebirth through mafia blood. Or death at the hands of the very
government I swore to protect. I have one more job before my time's up. I just
wish it was anything but babysitting a mafia princess who's half my size but
knows how to pack such a brutal punch I worry about my ability to have children.
Tin's small but terrifying. And I'm her new bodyguard while we all go on a muchneeded vacation. I just have to stick to the plan. And remember rule number one.
And stop kissing her. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For
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new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus
book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
Reviews for Mafia King: “I knew when I read the blurb I couldn't wait to read it
and it did not disappoint in the least. This was so good! I'd definitely recommend
it.” - Give Me All the Books “Love me some Mafia Royal. Rachel Van Dyken has
done it again! 5 star and a must read!” - Reads to Breathe “This is a well written
flawless fast paced story, which is filled with angst, secrets, loyalty, engaging and
relatable characters, and love, which all leads to a steamy and enjoyable allconsuming read.” - Wendy’s Book Blog “For a novella there was a lot packed
into these pages. I never tire of these five families!” - Mom’s Guilty Pleasure
“This novella is filled with love, friendships, angst, twists, secrets and humour
and I am certain that like me, you’ll not want to put this story down once you’ve
started reading it.” - Literary Lust
Royal romance set in fictional, North Sea county.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding Dress comes a
story of long-lost love and its redemption in future generations.
Action, intrigue, and romance to swoon for! With graduation just weeks away,
guardian trainee Violet Fairdale is determined to claim the top spot in her class.
But first, she’ll have to survive her final assignment—and the guy she’s been
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forced to partner with. Her confusing feelings for Ryn aren’t the only thing
making life difficult, though. With enchanted storms wreaking havoc in the fae
realm, a murder within the Guild, and an Unseelie prince still determined to
possess Vi’s special magic, graduation is about to become the least of her
problems. Don’t miss The Faerie Guardian, the first book in Rachel Morgan’s
bestselling Creepy Hollow fantasy series! "So many plot twists and the romance
was amazing!!" ~ Google User ????? "Each book makes me want to read more!"
~ Google User ?????
On the surface they are as opposite as two people can be: Kate, doomed to be
forever uncool, with a loving family who mortifies her at every turn; Tully, steeped
in glamour and mystery, but with a secret that is destroying her. For thirty years,
Tully and Kate buoy each other through life, weathering the storms of friendship jealousy, anger, hurt, resentment. They think they've survived it all until a single
act of betrayal tears them apart and puts their courage and friendship to the
ultimate test.
A year’s worth of novellas from twelve inspirational romance authors. Happily ever after
guaranteed. Susanna has found her true prince, and their happily ever after is just around the
corner. But when Nate asks her to give up something precious to her, Susanna can’t help but
wonder if it’s a sign that their love is not meant to be. Susanna Truitt (Once Upon A Prince) is
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three weeks from royalty. She’ll soon marry King Nathaniel II of Brighton Kingdom. But when
the government insists she renounce her American citizenship before the wedding, coupled
with the lack of involvement by family and friends, Susanna’s heart begins to doubt whether
this marriage is God's plan for her. Nathaniel would do anything for his bride-to-be. But he
knows his position requires that she give up a lot to be with him. Her life will never be her
own—right down to her very identity. When she travels home to St. Simon’s Island, Georgia,
right before the wedding, Nathaniel fears she won’t return. Gathering his courage, he devises
a plan to win his bride all over again, and together they seek out a kingdom to treasure above
all. "Participating in A Year of Weddings was all the fun of being a bridesmaid—without the
hassle of pantyhose and dyed shoes! This collection of heartfelt, romantic stories will bring
back memories of weddings past, and for others, stir up new hopes of weddings yet to
come—all while directing readers to the true Lover of their souls. Here comes the bride!" —Betsy
St. Amant, author of A February Bride
A royal prince. An ordinary girl. An extraordinary royal wedding.
An American girl goes to an exclusive Scottish boarding school where she becomes the
roommate, best friend, and girlfriend of a royal princess in this companion to "Prince
Charming" by "New York Times"-bestselling author Hawkins.
From New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding Dress comes The Wedding Chapel.
A lonely wedding chapel built as a tribute to lost love just might hold the long-awaited secret to
hope and reconciliation. For sixty years, the wedding chapel has stood silent and empty.
Retired football hall-of-famer Jimmy “Coach” Westbrook built the chapel by hand, stone by
stone, for his beautiful and beloved Collette Greer, whom he lost so many years ago. The
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chapel is a sanctuary for his memories, a monument to true love, and a testament to his
survival of the deepest pain and loss. Photographer Taylor Branson left her hometown of
Heart’s Bend, Tennessee, to make a new life for herself in New York. She had lots to run
away from, not least of all a family history of broken promises and broken dreams. Love
catches Taylor off guard when she falls for Jack Forester, a successful advertising executive,
and their whirlwind romance leads to an elopement—then to second guesses. Jack, in spite of
his very real love for Taylor, is battling his own demons and struggles to show her his true self
and the depths of his love for her. Taking a photography assignment in Heart’s Bend, Taylor is
thrown back into a past of family secrets buried deep beneath the sands of time. When Taylor
and Coach’s journeys collide, they each rediscover the heartbeat of their own dreams as they
learn that the love they long to hold is well worth the wait.
Discusses the reckless annihilation of fish and birds by the use of pesticides and warns of the
possible genetic effects on humans.
"Chef" Joy Ballard longs for a simpler life. But when a good-looking outsider arrives and spices
things up, life becomes deliciously complicated. Host of a regionally syndicated cooking show,
Joy Ballard has a little secret: she can't cook. But when her show is picked up by a major
network and given a prime time slot, her world heats up faster than a lowcountry boil. Enter
Luke Redmond: handsome, creative, and jobless after having to declare bankruptcy of his
Manhatten restaurant. When her producers ask him to co-host the show, Joy sees Luke as her
way out. But Luke sees much more than just a co-host in Joy. Their relationship begins to
simmer on and off set. Until Joy's secret is revealed and her reputation is ruined on national
television by her rival, Wenda Devine. But could Devine's cruelty be a divine gift? Losing
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Luke--and her sister--forces Joy to consider where her worth really comes from. Could God be
cooking up an even bigger adventure from the mess? And will Joy hang on long enough to find
out?
The story of a prince and an ordinary girl that inspired the Hallmark Original Movie! Susanna
Truitt never dreamed of a great romance or being treated like a princess—just to marry the man
she has loved for twelve years. But life isn’t going according to plan. When her high-schoolsweetheart-turned-Marine-officer breaks up instead of proposing, Susanna scrambles to
rebuild her life. The last thing Prince Nathaniel expects to find on his American holiday to St.
Simons Island is the queen of his heart. A prince has duties, and his family’s tense political
situation has chosen his bride for him. When Prince Nathaniel comes to Susanna’s aid under
the fabled Lover’s Oak, he is blindsided by love. Their lives are worlds apart. He’s a royal
prince. She’s an ordinary girl. But everything changes when Susanna receives an invitation to
Nathaniel’s coronation. And soon Nathaniel faces the ultimate choice: His kingdom or her
heart? “This is classic romance at its very best.” —DEBBIE MACOMBER “[A] surprisingly
believable royal-meets-commoner love story. With only a subtle nod to Cinderella, this modern
and engaging tale follows the budding relationship of an American Southern girl and a pseudoBrit prince . . . Hauck fans will find a gem of a tale.” —Publishers Weekly starred review
“Rachel Hauck’s inspiring Royal Wedding series is one for which you should reserve space on
your keeper shelf!” —USA Today Part of the Royal Wedding series: Book One: Once Upon a
Prince, Book Two: Princess Ever After, Book Three: How to Catch a Prince Book length:
approximately 85,000 words Includes discussion questions for book clubs
A theme park “princess” meets a single dad…who turns out to be a real prince! Enjoy the
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delightful royal romance from acclaimed author Teri Wilson and Hallmark Publishing. Lacey
found her dream job: playing a princess character at a popular fairytale theme park in sunny
southern Florida. Her diamond tiara might not be real, but the smiles of the children she meets
every day certainly are. It’s just too bad that her ex-boyfriend was never impressed with her
career choice. Henry, the crown prince of Bella-Moritz, is trying to fulfill his young daughter’s
birthday wish: to be a normal girl with a normal life. That’s why they’re pretending to be
ordinary tourists at an American amusement park. Henry lost his wife four years ago, and he’s
been going through the motions ever since. But could a meeting with a make-believe princess
lead to real love? This enchanting romance includes a free Hallmark original recipe.
Caroline serves others with little time to enjoy the sweeter parts of life. Until her old boyfriend
returns to town--and she's given a second chance at first love. Life hasn't always been so
sweet for Caroline Sweeny. She's sacrifice her desires for others--unlike her mother who
abandoned their family years ago. But when a friend challenges her to accept an exciting job
adventure in Spain, Caroline says "yes" to a new destiny. But before she can pack her bags,
Caroline suddenly finds herself the new owner of the run-down Frogmore Caf?--and forced to
choose between her friends and her future. Then her first love, Mitch O'Neal, returns home and
encourages her to seek God's desires for her future. With his help, she may just discover the
true sweet life.
From New York Times bestselling author comes The Wedding Dress. "Hauck weaves an
intricately beautiful story centering around a wedding dress passed down through the years.
Taken at face value, the tale is superlative, but considering the spiritual message both on the
surface and between the lines, this novel is incredible. Readers will laugh, cry and treasure this
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book." – RT Book Reviews, TOP PICK! for The Wedding Dress Four brides. One dress. A tale
of faith, redemption, and timeless love. Charlotte owns a chic Birmingham bridal boutique.
Dressing brides for their big day is her gift—and her passion. But with her own wedding day
approaching, why can’t she find the perfect dress—or feel certain she should marry Tim? Then
Charlotte purchases a vintage dress in a battered trunk at an estate sale. It looks brand-new,
shimmering with pearls and satin, hand-stitched and timeless in its design. But where did it
come from? Who wore it? Charlotte’s search for the gown’s history—and its new bride—begins
as a distraction from her sputtering love life. But it takes on a life of its own as she comes to
know the women who have worn the dress. Emily from 1912. Mary Grace from 1939. Hillary
from 1968. Each with something unique to share. For woven within the threads of the beautiful
hundred-year-old gown is the truth about Charlotte’s heritage, the power of courage and faith,
and the beauty of finding true love.
The sexual exploitation of children by adults has a long, fraught history. Yet how cultures have
reacted to it is shaped by a range of forces, beliefs, and norms, like any other social
phenomenon. Changes in how Anglo-American culture has understood intergenerational sex
can be seen with startling clarity in the life of British writer Norman Douglas (1868–1952), who
was a beloved and popular author, a friend of luminaries like Graham Greene, Aldous Huxley,
and D.H. Lawrence, and an unrepentant and uncloseted pederast. Rachel Hope Cleves’s
careful study opens a window onto the social history of intergenerational sex in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, revealing how charisma, celebrity, and contemporary standards
protected Douglas from punishment—until they didn’t. Unspeakable approaches Douglas as
neither monster nor literary hero, but as a man who participated in an exploitative sexual
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subculture that was tolerated in ways we may find hard to understand. Using letters, diaries,
memoirs, police records, novels, and photographs—including sources by the children Douglas
encountered—Cleves identifies the cultural practices that structured pedophilic behaviors in
England, Italy, and other places Douglas favored. Her book delineates how approaches to
adult-child sex have changed over time and offers insight into how society can confront similar
scandals today, celebrity and otherwise.
Witness what the gods do after dark in the second volume of a stylish and contemporary
reimagining of one of the best-known stories in Greek mythology from creator Rachel Smythe.
"It's easy to see why the internet has fallen in love with Lore Olympus. This dazzling
interpretation of the classic Greek myths is as charming as it is provocative."--Marissa Meyer,
#1 New York Timesbestselling author of The Lunar Chronicles Persephone was ready to start
a new life when she left the mortal realm for Olympus. However, she quickly discovered the
dark side of her glamorous new home--from the relatively minor gossip threatening her
reputation to a realm-shattering violation of her safety by the conceited Apollo--and she's
struggling to find her footing in the fast-moving realm of the gods. Hades is also off-balance,
fighting against his burgeoning feelings for the young goddess of spring while maintaining his
lonely rule of the Underworld. As the pair are drawn ever closer, they must untangle the twisted
webs of their past and present to build toward a new future. This full-color edition of Smythe's
original Eisner-nominated webcomic Lore Olympus features a brand-new, exclusive short
story, and brings Greek mythology into the modern age in a sharply perceptive and romantic
graphic novel. This volume collects episodes 26-49 of the #1 WEBTOON comic Lore Olympus.
On a sunny Monday morning, Macy Moore was on the fast track to success. By noon, all of her
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dreams were derailed. Macy Moore skedaddled from her hometown of Beauty, Georgia to
Florida in order to make her own way in the world. Successful and happy, she couldn't be more
proud of her corporate executive job, her just-perfect boyfriend and her beach side condo. But
it all falls apart when reads the first email of the day. She's demoted to the lowest rung on the
corporate ladder . . . and dumped! She goes from being "someone" to a being "nobody," all on
the eve of returning home to emcee her high school reunion. Thank goodness for the "Single
Saved Sisters." With loyal friends Lucy, Adriane and Tamara by her side, Macy retreats to the
House of Joe for coffee, consolation and heart-to-heart consultation. Can they help her put her
life back together? Yet it's when her former heartthrob, Dylan, shows up on her doorstep, that
Macy begins to realize that leaving Beauty, Georgia took her away from everything in life she
really loved.
"A dizzily shopaholic comedy. . . . Wickedly delectable." --Janet Maslin, The New York Times
"Must-read." --The Hollywood Reporter "Opulence and zaniness reign." --O, The Oprah
Magazine "It's impossible not to get sucked into this satirical novel." --Glamour "Juicy." --Elle "A
48-karat read. . . . crazy fun." --Entertainment Weekly "Like Dynasty on steroids with more
private jets, bigger houses, and a lot more money." --Vanity Fair When New Yorker Rachel
Chu agrees to spend the summer in Singapore with her boyfriend, Nicholas Young, she
envisions a humble family home. But as it turns out, Nick's childhood home looks like a palace,
and he just happens to be the country's most eligible bachelor. On Nick's arm, Rachel may as
well have a target on her back, and her relaxed vacation soon turns into an obstacle course of
old money, new money, nosy relatives, and scheming social climbers.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding Dress comes a new captivating
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novel of two women whose lives have been destroyed by disaster but find healing in a special
house. “Hauck is a master at weaving together plots from multiple time periods.” —Library
Journal Embracing the future means remembering the past . . . When Beck Holiday lost her
father in the North Tower on 9/11, she also lost her memories of him. Eighteen years later,
she’s a tough New York City cop burdened with a damaging secret, suspended for
misconduct, and struggling to get her life in order. Meanwhile a mysterious letter arrives
informing her she’s inherited a house along Florida’s northern coast, and what she discovers
there will change her life forever. Matters of the heart only become more complicated when
she runs into handsome Bruno Endicott, a driven sports agent who fondly recalls the
connection they shared as teenagers. But Beck doesn’t remember that either. Decades
earlier, widow Everleigh Applegate lives a steady, uneventful life with her widowed mother after
a tornado ripped through Waco, Texas, and destroyed her new, young married life. When she
runs into old high school friend Don Callahan, she begins to yearn for change. Yet no matter
how much she longs to love again, she is hindered by a secret she can never share. Fifty
years separate the women but through the power of love and miracle of faith, they each find
healing in a beautiful Victorian known affectionately as The Memory House. "Accomplished
Hauck demonstrates genre finesse as she blends inspirational romance with a cinematic style
of storytelling, bringing empathic characters to life as they cope with grief in marriage and
faithfulness, parenthood and adoption, death and tragedy. Challenging decisions, the blessing
of finding love again, and the solace of a beautiful Victorian home all come together in this
spellbinding, lovely novel." —Booklist
The final book in the captivating Royal Wedding series from New York Times bestselling
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author Rachel Hauck! “Perfect for Valentine’s Day, Hauck's latest inspirational romance offers
an uplifting and emotionally rewarding tale that will delight her growing fan base.” —Library
Journal starred review Behind him, beside him, before him, the synchronized cathedral bells
began to ring out. One, two, three . . . Then she said it first. The words his heart burst to share.
“I love you, Stephen. You are my true prince.” An American heiress and a crown prince seem
destined to be together. Will the devastation of war keep them apart forever? American heiress
Corina Del Rey caught her prince once. But the tragedy of war kept her too long in a fog of
grief. Now she’s shifting her life forward, reigniting her career as a journalist. Still, nothing can
relieve her of the secret and the love she carries in her soul. Prince Stephen of Brighton is one
of the world’s most eligible bachelors and a star rugby player, trying to make sense of his life.
His days in Afghanistan with the Royal Air Command will mark him forever. And he can’t seem
to shake their dark shadow. But when his brother, King Nathaniel, confronts him with a
document the prince thought long buried and forgotten, Stephen is forced to face the pain of
his past and the love he left behind. With a little heavenly help, Prince Stephen and Corina
embark on a journey of truth. But when the secrets are revealed, can they overcome and find
love again? “Hauck writes a feel-good novel that explores the trauma and love of the human
heart . . . an example of patience and sacrifice that readers will adore.” —RT Book Reviews, 4
stars
The classic story of Cinderella gets a fresh twist in this vibrant Mexican spin on the beloved
fairy tale! Once upon a time, there was a girl who lived in a little cottage with her stepmother
and two stepsisters... The classic tale of Cinderella gets a fresh twist in this debut title of a
brand-new board book series, Once Upon a World. With Mexico as the backdrop, and vibrant
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artwork from Mexican illustrator Sandra Equihua, Cinderella is still the same girl with a fairy
godmother and a glass slipper—but she’s totally reimagined. Once Upon a World offers a
multicultural take on the fairy tales we all know and love. Because these tales are for everyone,
everywhere.
‘Oh. My. God… I am all tingly inside, filled with excitement of this fast paced, suspenseful, a
minute a twist thriller… I had to scream out loud when I finished the book… It took me on a
dizzying ride, a perfect roller coaster. I started seeing twists and red herrings in every scene.’
Book Reviews by Shalini, 5 stars I’m Lucy, and I have a secret. I have a beautiful home, that
I’m desperate to escape. But that’s not my secret. I tell my friends I’ve never wanted children,
when I always have. But that’s not my secret. My husband is a celebrated surgeon, who tries
to control me. But that’s not my secret. Adele knows. Once upon a time, I knew everything
about her and she knew everything about me. Best friends forever. But now our secret is
beginning to surface. I can trust her more than anyone. We made a pact. And she’s never do
anything to hurt me. Would she? This absolutely gripping psychological thriller will have you
forgetting everything until the last shocking twist. Fans of Behind Closed Doors, Friend
Request, and The Girl on the Train will be hooked. Why readers are gripped by The School
Friend: ‘I was hooked… I stayed awake all night and read from start to finish. The twist and
turns are absolutely amazing… Really kept you on the edge of your seat. No way despite how
tired I become could I stop reading.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow! What a book!... I
mean...Well...just Wow!... An outstanding representation of its genre… Will have the reader on a
roller coaster of emotions. It’ll take you on a journey that will linger with you long after the story
ends… Honestly, just a brilliant all round novel!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow, just wow!!!
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What a rollercoaster of a read!!! This was a truly brilliant book. Full of twists and turns!! My
heart was in my mouth all the time, expecting the unexpected to happen any second!!’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow!!!... There were so many twists by the end that you were
glued to the pages as you never knew what was coming next.’ Blue Moon Blogger, 5 stars
‘This book had me eagerly turning the pages. I HAD to know what was going to happen next
and I was never disappointed… I love a book I can’t put down until I’m done and I would
definitely recommend this book for fans of non-stop twists and turns.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A
gripping thriller with never-ending twists thrown in. Just when I thought there couldn't possibly
be another, one popped up… I gasped with delight and shock! I flew through this book in delight
and loved every page.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'A brilliant read! An extraordinary read!
The characters are well depicted...MUST READ for the summer!... a twisty read with many
surprises along the way!' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'This throws you into the action from the
very first page and doesn’t let up until the very last. This is one exceptional book that will keep
you up late until the night.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This was a GREAT read. Captivating
Thriller, filled with twists and turns… Kept me guessing till the last page.’ Goodreads reviewer,
5 stars ‘Exciting and full of thrills and spills and it’s totally addictive as well. It held my
attention from the very first chapter, but I could never in my wildest dreams have imagined
what a truly shocking and unexpected ending the story would reveal.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘A fast-paced, riveting domestic thriller that had me glued to the edge of my seat for the
duration. A brilliant read, this one has me clamouring to devour more from the talented Ms
James. I could not put this down… This is a gritty, gripping thrill ride of a read that will have you
guessing until the final page.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
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After growing up in small-town Hearts Bend, Tennessee, Gemma Stone set off to Hollywood to
make her mark in the world.But her ambition turned into a journey of a "thousand" bad
decisions and after twelve years of seeking fame and fortune, Gemma returns home with a
limp and a dark secret. Now she runs a rescue ranch and is raising her friends' orphaned
daughter. She's keenly aware these defenseless ones are also rescuing her. She just wants to
stay hidden in the safe world she's created.HRH Crown Prince John has learned a royal title
cannot shield him from heartbreak. As heir to the revered House of Blue and married to the
love of his life, he believed his future reign would strengthen the royal dynasty of Lauchtenland.
Then tragedy changed everything. Can anything save him from his grief?When he travels to
Hearts Bend on a mission for his mother, Queen Catherine, he's drawn into the local life and
cajoled into a three-legged race with the beautiful Gemma Stone during the 4th of July
festivities.While the event has a disastrous result, Prince John and Gemma form a quick
friendship-one of two wounded souls finding comfort in one other. However, love is absolutely
not an option. John desperately wants to hold onto the memories of his wife, and Gemma
refuses to trust her heart to any man. Even a prince.Then Prince John is called home for an
emergency. How can he leave the woman who lifted him from his sorrows? But can Gemma
join him on a royal stage and risk her secret coming to light?With a touch of divine help, Prince
John and Gemma just might find the kind of love that saves and ultimately write their very own
fairy tale.
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A Times, Sunday Times and Telegraph Book of
the Year ______________________________________________ 'A triumph ... a masterclass
in the bottling of its subject's seductive essence. His presence in this book is so strong that it's
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hard to believe he has really left the building' MOJO 'Handsomely presented, visually
sumptuous' THE TIMES ______________________________________________ From
Prince himself comes the brilliant coming-of-age-and-into-superstardom story of one of the
greatest artists of all time-featuring never-before-seen photos, original scrapbooks and lyric
sheets, and the exquisite memoir he began writing before his tragic death. Prince was a
musical genius, one of the most talented, beloved, accomplished, popular, and acclaimed
musicians in pop history. But he wasn't only a musician-he was also a startlingly original
visionary with an imagination deep enough to whip up whole worlds, from the sexy, gritty funk
paradise of his early records to the mythical landscape of Purple Rain to the psychedelia of
Paisley Park. But his greatest creative act was turning Prince Rogers Nelson, born in
Minnesota, into Prince, the greatest pop star of his era. The Beautiful Ones is the story of how
Prince became Prince-a first-person account of a kid absorbing the world around him and then
creating a persona, an artistic vision, and a life, before the hits and fame that would come to
define him. The book is told in four parts. The first is composed of the memoir he was writing
before his tragic death, pages that brings us into Prince's childhood world through his own
lyrical prose. The second part takes us into Prince's early years as a musician, before his first
album released, through a scrapbook of Prince's writing and photos. The third section shows
us Prince's evolution through candid images that take us up to the cusp of his greatest
achievement, which we see in the book's fourth section: his original handwritten treatment for
Purple Rain-the final stage in Prince's self-creation, as he retells the autobiography we've seen
in the first three parts as a heroic journey. The book is framed by editor Dan Piepenbring's
riveting and moving introduction about his short but profound collaboration with Prince in his
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final days-a time when Prince was thinking deeply about how to reveal more of himself and his
ideas to the world, while retaining the mystery and mystique he'd so carefully cultivated-and
annotations that provide context to each of the book's images. This work is not just a tribute to
Prince, but an original and energizing literary work, full of Prince's ideas and vision, his voice
and image, his undying gift to the world.
______________________________________________ 'Prince's voice comes through loud
and clear; his personality, joie de vivre and single-mindedness jumping off the page
throughout.' CLASSIC POP MAGAZINE 'The Beautiful Ones is for everyone. It's not a read,
but an experience, an immersion inside the mind of a musical genius. You are steeped in
Prince's images, his words, his essence... The book can be a starting point for a Prince
fascination, or a continuation of long-standing admiration. Either way, it will deepen the
connection of any reader with the musical icon." USA TODAY 'An affirmation of Prince's
Blackness and humanity... Prince writes about his childhood with clarity and poetic flair,
effortlessly combining humorous anecdotes with deep self-reflection and musical analysis...
Prince is one of us - he just worked to manifest dreams that took him from the North Side of
Minneapolis to the Super Bowl.' HUFFPOST 'A compelling curiosity that finds its author
orbiting around a few touchingly intimate encounters with his sphinx-like subject ... with
passages, lyric sheets and photographs from the Purple One himself' TELEGRAPH, Books of
the Year 'Both a pleasure and a surprise ... Prince took the project very seriously, and it shows
in the work he delivered. ... It shines an intimate and revealing light on the least-known period
of his life' VARIETY 'The Beautiful Ones is a book in pieces, fragments of the ground-breaking
autobiography Prince had planned. Pieced together after his death in 2016, it collects his
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handwritten childhood memoires, superb personal photographs and his chosen co-writer Dan
Piepenbring's vivid account of their brief collaboration. Yet remarkably despite the central
absence, it still catches something of Prince between the gaps - a trace of perfume, a glance to
camera, a first kiss' SUNDAY TIMES, Book of the Year 'This is a beautiful book and a musthave for Prince completists' DAILY EXPRESS 'A ghostly memoir of a pop legend' THE i
From New York Times bestselling author Rachel Hauck comes the fourth installment in the
Royal Wedding Series, a charming tale of holiday romance! “A stirring modern-day fairy tale
about the power of true love.” –Cindy Kirk, author of Love at Mistletoe Inn Avery Truitt aches
for true love—the kind she once shared with Prince Colin. Can she dare to hope for happily ever
after, or is a fairy-tale ending beyond reach? College volleyball star Avery Truitt has not seen
her former flame, Prince Colin of Brighton Kingdom, since he suddenly pushed her away five
years ago. But now, the sadness of losing her father and the joy of her sister Susanna’s
pregnancy have brought Avery back to Brighton just in time for Cathedral City’s enchanting
Christmas season. Avery knows she can’t avoid seeing Colin—now the Kingdom’s most
eligible bachelor—whether or not her heart is ready to relive the pain. But seeing him again
might bring her the closure she needs after all this time. When Colin finds himself at the center
of a centuries-old Brighton tradition, he must decide whether to follow the path laid out before
him or follow his heart to the only woman for whom he would ring the Pembroke Chapel Bell.
Can Colin convince Avery to meet him at the chapel on Christmas morning—as tradition
dictates—or will Avery run back to her St. Simons home and pursue a coaching career as
planned?
From the author of the internationally bestselling Morganville Vampires series ‘A plague! A
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plague on both your houses!’ In the Houses of Montague and Capulet, there is only one goal:
power. The boys are born to fight and die for honour and – if they survive – marry for influence
and money, not love. The girls are assets, to be spent wisely. Their wishes are of no import.
Their fates are written on the day they are born. Benvolio Montague, cousin to Romeo, knows
all this. He expects to die for his cousin, for his house, but a spark of rebellion still lives inside
him. At night, he is the Prince of Shadows, the greatest thief in Verona – and he risks all as he
steals from House Capulet. In doing so, he sets eyes on convent-bound Rosaline, and a
terrible curse begins that will claim the lives of many...
PRINCESS DIARIES MEETS MADE IN CHELSEA Daisy Winters, average sixteen-year-old,
has no desire to live in the spotlight - but it's not up to you when your perfect older sister is
engaged to the Crown Prince of Scotland. The crown - and the intriguing Miles - might be
trying to make Daisy into a lady, but she may have to rewrite the royal rulebook.
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